55,000 RAILWAY SEAT PLACES

7 PLANTS: 4 EUROPE
1 NORTH AFRICA &
2 NORTH AMERICA

2000 WORLDWIDE TOTAL EMPLOYEES

1.500.000 AUTOMOTIVE SEAT PARTS
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21 INTERNATIONAL PATENTED PRODUCTS

14 IN-HOUSE PRODUCTION PROCESSES

100% EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES

1500 DIFFERENT SUPPLIERS

250.000.000 € GROUP TURNOVER
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ABOUT US

MISSION
We design and manufacture premium class seating systems and components to meet the demanding requirements of automotive and railway industries.

VISION
We aim to maintain our position as preferred supplier of premium class products adding value for our customers enabling them to excel on the global market.

CORE VALUES
We believe and encourage employees personal development, equal opportunities, environmental and social sustainability and authentic business ethics. This synergy generates a productive environment forging our ability to manufacture distinctive products caring for details and aiming for excellence and uniqueness.

WHAT WE DO

ENGINEERING
Our teams of dedicated researchers, technicians and engineers can rely on the latest 3D modeling and simulation softwares currently in use in both the Railway and Automotive industry and on a highly specialized prototyping and testing department for verifying and optimizing product performances.

AUTOMOTIVE COMPONENTS
We are a specialized seat parts manufacturer, in particular for sports luxury cars, offering a product variety ranging from special seats to light way seat structures, headrests, foams, side bolster with airbags, front and rear armrests.

RAILWAY SEATING SYSTEMS
We produce fully equipped seating systems for railway coaches. Comfort is both compliance to ergonomics standards and interpretation of every single passenger personal experience. Our aim is to manufacture safe and comfortable seating systems incorporating Italian style and design.

SUSTAINABILITY
Our research team constantly finds the most suitable long-lasting materials to increase products’ life. Our engineers strive to find innovative solutions for increasing products’ strength while reducing weight and consequently CO2 emission. The effort that the company is constantly placing on environmental protection has been further renewed. The recent decision giving the go-ahead to the installation of new photovoltaic panels is a clear example.

HOW WE WORK
We promote team working, inclusivity, equal opportunities and continuous training for individual contribution and professional growth. As a Group with plants in Europe, North Africa and North America, we conjugate Italian creativity with local specific competences favoring inter company exchanges. This synergy generates a productive environment forging our ability to manufacture distinctive products caring for details and aiming for excellence and uniqueness.